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"The friendship with which you honoured me in Rome encourages
"me to lay before you a case worthy of your most mature reflection:
"which is, that, among the other cardinals who have taken refuge
"in Padua, here is also the Cardinal-Duke; and it is greatly aSict-
"ing to me to see so great a Personage, the last descendant of his
"Royal House, reduced to such distressed circumstances, having
"been barbarously stripped by the French of all his property" (dai
"Francesi barbaramente spogliato dl tutto;) "and, if they deprived
"him not of life also, it was through the mercy of the "Almighty.
"Who protected him in his fight both by sea and land, the miseries
"of which, nevertheless, greatly injured his health, at the advanced
"age of seventy-five; and produced a very grievous sore in one of
"his legs.
"Those who are well-informed of this most worthy Cardinal's
"affairs, have assured me that, since his flight, having left behind
"him his rich and magnificent valuables, which were ail sacked and
"plundered both at Rome and Frascati, he has been supported by
"the silver-plate which he had taken with him, and of which he
"began to dispose at Messina; and, I understand, that in order to
"supply his wants during a few months in Venice, he has sold all
"that remained.
"Of the jewels1 that he possessed, very few remain, as the most
"valuable had been sacrificed in the well-known contributions
"(forced levies would be a juster word than the gentle Cardinal's
"meek contributions) "to the French our destructive plunderers;
"and, with respect to his income, having suffered the loss of forty-
"eight thousand Roman crowns annually by the French Revolution,
"the remainder was lost also by the fall of Rome; namely, the
"yearly sum of ten thousand crowns assigned to him by the Apostolic
"Chamber, and also his particular funds in the Roman Bank.
"The only income which he has left is that of his benefices in
"Spain,2 which amount to fourteen thousand crowns: but this, as
"it is only payable in paper at present, is greatly reduced by the
"disadvantage of exchange; and even that has remained unpaid for
"more than a year, owing, perhaps, to the interrupted communication
"with that kingdom.
"But here it is necessary that I should add that the Cardinal is
"heavily burdened with the annual sum of four thousand crowns
- "for the dowry of the Countess of Albany his sister-in-law;- three
"thousand crowns for the mother1 of his deceased niece; nor
"fifteen hundred for divers annuities of his father and brother: nor
1A ring belonging to Cardinal King Henry IX, containing minia-
tures of his father and mother, King James III and Queen Clemen-
tina, has found its way into the Fortnum Collection at the Oxford
University Galleries.	.
2 "Benefices in Spain," the possession of which is alleged as a
crime in the Lord Alexander P.P. VI, appear to be common, enough-

